What aspects of your child’s schooling do you think they enjoy the most?

- Ainsley loves problem solving especially where numbers are involved. He enjoys his homework especially Maths and independent work. He loves taking responsibility
- Max enjoys maths and working with numbers
- Matthew enjoys reading and working on computers
- Maths games, science and art
- Science
- Tahlia loves learning new things. The well-being day was a great idea
- Maths, yoga, access to interactive tools. Want an Apple TV at home now! Likes the staff
- Adia appears to enjoy all parts of schooling. She talks about everything she does in great detail. Adia seems to be enjoying the fact that she is learning her times tables and how quickly she is picking it up.

How do you perceive your child’s schooling?

- Ainsley would enjoy choir/band. He enjoys taking responsibility for younger children and learns well when teaching method is enjoyable
- Max enjoys going to school each day. He reports having a good day each afternoon
- Matthew enjoys school and learning new concepts
- Beth loves art and creative learning. She is very happy at school and is enjoying her learning as a whole
- The hands-on learning has responded well with Tahlia – she doesn’t seem so distracted
- Adia is happy with how she is learning and loves attending school every day. To us this is a sign that she is enjoying her time at school and to us this is a great strength.

What do you think are the greatest strengths of the current program at school?

- During assembly, I heard Judith reminding kids to appreciate their parents and I believe it’s a start for a good foundation and example for the kids
- Homework is fun. Lovely new resources eg ipads and readers. Hands-on activities. Excellent communication with parents. Smiley face behaviour program
- Presented with colourful and interesting homework. (as above)
- Her reading and confidence have improved greatly I have noticed
- The more one-on-one with students giving them more focus and doing more practical study instead of traditional text book learning
- Contemporary interactive learning. Called by name seems to have worked well – gives a relaxed personal feel to the learning environment. Support through speech pathologist.
- I feel that the current program is great. Adia is happy with how she is learning and loves attending school every day. To us this is a sign that she is enjoying her time at school and to us this is a great strength.